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Tusah Embroidered Back Uniform

Tusah White V Neck Plain Back Uniform

ered Back Uniform

m-210cm

Tusah Black V Neck Plain Back Uniform

Tusah Poom V Neck Plain Back Uniform

Tusah Black V Neck Plain Ba

Tusah Poom Uniform
Elasticated drawstring waist. Jacket has a
plain back. 80% polyester 20% cotton
ribbed material. Tusah embroidered logo
right chest, leg and underneath the collar.
Extra stitched sleeves and trouser
bottoms.
Full length gusset.
WT Approved Sizes available:
130cm-160cm.

Tusah Terra Uniform

Tusah Terra Uniform
Tusah’s latest design dobok features the
new TERRA fabric.
Designed in partnership with our
European distributors the material offers
excellent comfort and snap in every
technique.
Featuring an elasticated and drawstring
waistband on the trousers and plain back
jacket with black collar. Tusah logo on
jacket and trousers. Extra stitching on
jacket cuffs and trouser bottoms.
World Taekwondo Approved. 80%
polyester 20% cotton composition
material.

The Tusah brand is one the leading World Taekwondo Approved
brands in the world.
Made from breathable fabric and a ‘Cool-Sense’ technology the
Tusah Taekwondo Dobok quickly absorbs moisture and
circulates it outwards for a cooler and dry feeling.
The design incorporates mesh panels in certain heat trapped
areas for more air circulation.
Tusah WT Approved Fighter Uniform provides athletes with an
easy method to compete at a high level. All athletes can now
equitably feel comfortable and enjoy the experience. This
product line explores new ideas & concepts, but at the same
time keeps it affordable. 100% Quality Guarantee

POOMSAE EZ-FIT DOBOKS

Tusah White V Neck Fighter Uniform

This uniform is one of the
lightest uniforms on the
market today!
It was specially designed
for World Taekwondo
sparring and competition
It is made up of 100%
polyester cool mesh
material. The inner cool
mesh allows moisture to
evaporate faster,
consistently giving you a
fresh, cool feeling. It has
a full length gusset
allowing for even greater
freedom of movement
during high kicking
Taekwondo events.
Tusah Black V Neck Fighter Uniform

Elasticated and
drawstring trousers
ensure a comfortable fit
during extreme training
movements.
This Dobok allows all
athletes competing at a
high level to equally feel
comfortable and enjoy
and be part of the
experience.
Available in White V
Neck & Black V Neck
Sizes:130cm-210cm

Tusah Poomsae Male Poom

Tusah Poomsae Female Poom

Tusah Poomsae Male Poom

Tusah Poomsae Female Poom

Tusah Forearm

Tusah Shin

Tusah Gloves

and

x

Tusah Insteps

Offering excellent foot protection.

Tusah Trunk Protector

and WT Approved.
6/XXL
Tusah Male Groin Guard

Tusah Female Groin Guard

Tusah Shin & Instep

Tusah Headguard
W
Developed to give excellent protection at a
great price and is WTF Approved & CE
Approved.
The Tusah Head Guard protects against blows
and injury to the head during Taekwondo
training and competitions.
It features vital reinforced ear protection, large
air holes for excellent ventilation and heat
control.
A double elastic and velcro chin strap offers a
superior fit and feel.
Created by shock absorbing foam the head
guard is easy to wear and offers excellent
protection without hindering your performance.

Available in white red or blue. Sizes: extra
small (XS) – extra large (XL)
Tusah
Visor
WT Approved
Clear
Visor/Mask
For use in Taekwondo tournaments, it has
elastic straps to attach the clear protective
visor to the head guard.
Offering maximum protection to the face
and providing an excellent field of vision.

Maximum protection to the face, Suitable for
full contact sports. Offers maximum
protection to the face. Provides excellent
field of vision. Ideal for protecting a
recovering facial injury. Suitable for full
contact sports. Great protection when trying
to master solo weaponry techniques.

BASIC

The Tusah Basic Gum Shield offers comfort and high
impact shock absorption. The gel liner has been
designed to take a self-fit custom impression of your
teeth for a secure and comfortable fit throughout the
season. With your teeth nestled in the vertical wall
frame, the jaw line is secured limiting injury from side
impact.
Junior or senior
Colours: clear, white, blue, black, pink

DOUBLE LAYER
DOUBLE LAYER GUMSHIELD
Customized gel fit
Gel-fit material takes an exact impression of the teeth.
Providing a comfortable fit.
Two layer technology
Soft gel-fit inner layer for easy moulding and strong outer layer
that absorbs shock.
Increased breath ability and airflow
CE Approved
Available in junior or senior
colours: white/clear, white/black, white/blue, white/green.

BRACES
Protect your teeth, braces, and gums with the new BRACES
GUMSHIELD!
The Pro Shield Braces Gumshield. Integrated with a re
mouldable gel bite surface with a flexible outer shell and
internal shock core to provide the most protective and
adaptable mouthguard for athletes with braces. Featuring a
custom grip the Braces gumshield fits around your brace
brackets and adapts to changes in tooth position. The special
design allows the mouthguard to conform to changes in the
athlete’s teeth position without sacrificing fit or protection.
Customized gel fit
Gel-fit material takes an exact impression of the teeth.
Providing a comfortable fit.
Increased breath ability and airflow
CE Approved
Available in 4 colours
White, Clear, Blue & Pink

Tusah Single kick target
Kick target in foam covered by PU. Used for
kicking and punching drills to develop speed and
balance. Available in black only. Design has the
Tusah logo.

Single Kick Target

Double Kick target in foam covered by PU. Used for
kicking and punching drills to develop speed and
balance. Available in colours: red, blue, black &
gold. Design has the Tusah logo.

Double Kick Target

TKD Pro Back Pack

TKD Pro Equipment Bag

Plain Sport Bag
Available in black
Size: 44cm x 35cm
Wooden Break Boards
Great for exhibitions or grading!
9mm, 12mm, 18mm, 25mm
Available to order by factory direct minimum of 50
boxes.

TKD Plain Sport Bag

Wooden Break Boards

Taekwondo Uniform
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FT
90cm Below 3'4ft
100cm 3'4 - 3'6ft
110cm 3'6 - 4'0ft
120cm 4'0 - 4'4ft
130cm 4'4 - 4'8ft
140cm 4'8 - 5'2ft
160cm 5'2 - 5'5ft
170cm 5'5 - 5'10ft
180cm 5'10 - 6'0ft
190cm 6'0 - 6'4ft
200cm 6'4 - 6'6ft
210cm
6'7ft +
220cm
6'7ft +

WT Style Taekwondo Insteps
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A

B
XS UK CHL 1
Small UK 2/3
Medium UK 4/5
Large UK 6/7
Extra Large 8/9
Extra Extra Large 10/11
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TUSAH EUROPE
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Your Local Dealer
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119-120 King Street
Plymouth
Pl1 5JD
+44 1 752 25 26 47
www.tusah.eu
sales@tusah.eu
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